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Magnetic resonance imaging measurements evidence weak dispersion in homogeneous porous media2
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We measure the dispersion coefficient through homogeneous bead or sand packings at different flow rates from
direct magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) visualizations of the transport characteristics of a pulse of paramagnetic
nanoparticles. Through two-dimensional imaging we observe homogeneous dispersion inside the sample, but we
show that entrance effects may induce significant radial heterogeneities, which would affect the interpretation
of the breakthrough curve. Another MRI approach then provides quantitative measurements of the evolution in
time of the longitudinal particle distribution in the sample. These data can be analyzed to deduce the coefficient
of dispersion independently of entrance effects. The values obtained for this “effective” dispersion coefficient
are almost ten times lower than the commonly accepted values.
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I. INTRODUCTION16

In many environmental and industrial situations (ground17

water flows, chromatography, catalysis, etc.) it is necessary to18

describe and predict the dispersion of solutes or contaminants19

that move with the flow of water through porous media.20

Mechanical dispersion, in which a solute or colloid particles21

in a fluid flowing through a porous medium progressively22

disperse while diffusion due to thermal agitation is negligible,23

is a well accepted concept [1,2]. Several theoretical approaches24

have been developed [2,3], mostly relying on the idea that since25

the structure is disordered each flowing element will follow a26

path similar to a random walk around the average velocity,27

a process leading on long times to Gaussian spreading.28

Some aspects of the physics of the process are nevertheless29

questioned [4] and anomalous or non-Fickian dispersion,30

generally attributed to porous medium heterogeneities, has31

been often observed [2,5] and is the subject of numerous32

theoretical developments [6]. It was even recently suggested33

that non-Fickian dispersion should be the norm [7].34

Even for homogeneous systems, i.e., those for which35

the physical properties of representative elementary volumes36

are homogeneous throughout the sample, the experimental37

knowledge appears somehow fragile. For similar conditions38

(material and flow characteristics) the basic parameter de-39

scribing the process, namely, the dispersion coefficient (D),40

is often not precisely determined [2]. The standard description41

and quantification of the phenomenon basically rely on the so-42

called “breakthrough curves,” i.e., the time distribution, at the43

exit, of a solute injected as a step in the sample. This approach44

does not provide any information on the flow characteristics45

inside a three-dimensional (3D) porous medium. In this46

context existing data for flows through granular packings47

(of grain diameter d) apparently fall, with some significant48

scattering, along a master curve [2]. In the regime of dominant49

mechanical dispersion this master curve can be represented by50

D/Dm ≈ 3Pe, where Pe = vd/Dm is the Péclet number, v the51

average (interstitial) fluid velocity through pores, and Dm the52

particle diffusion coefficient, as estimated from particle size53
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and the Stokes-Einstein relation. Various original advanced 54

approaches, relying on flow inversion experiments [8], particle 55

tracking or scattering in matched-index medium [9], tracer 56

concentration displacement [10], or imaging [11], provided 57

further information on the solute distribution in time, which 58

apparently confirmed the above results. 59

On the other hand 1H nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), 60

which by means of pulse field gradient (PFG) techniques can 61

directly measure the statistics on molecular displacements in 62

a flow over a given time interval, provides a powerful and 63

precise technique to observe dispersion inside random bead 64

packings. Generally, after traveling a distance of 10 to 20 bead 65

diameters the displacement statistics in the main flow direction 66

exhibits a Gaussian shape reminiscent of some asymptotic 67

dispersion regime [12–18]. Apart from two tests [14], existing 68

measurements with this technique generally provided values 69

for D smaller than that associated with the average master 70

curve by a factor of 2–3 [19,20], 4–5 [13], or 5–10 [21]. 71

Such difference may be attributed to quite limited explored 72

length scales, so that some macroscale effects responsible 73

for higher macroscale dispersivity may be missed. Besides, 74

from magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of a D2O injection 75

in chromatography gel columns, a significant band broadening 76

due to column inlet was observed [12], and from an analysis 77

of NMR data, it was suggested that imperfect flow injection 78

could also have a significant impact on the dispersion observed 79

from breakthrough curve experiments [22]. This work also 80

showed that a further analysis of PFG data makes it possible 81

to distinguish intrinsic dispersion, which appears to be in 82

agreement with the theoretical prediction for a random network 83

of capillaries [23], whose resulting D is below the master curve 84

(see above) by a factor of about 3. 85

Thus there is a need to explore dispersion by direct 86

measurements inside the sample over sufficiently large length 87

scales and avoid potential impact of injection. In this work, we 88

used MRI to get information on the internal flow characteristics 89

and precise measurements of the evolution of the longitudinal 90

concentration profile over time. We show that this profile is 91

significantly affected by entrance effects which immediately 92

deform the step radially. As a consequence a specific analysis 93

taking into account this deformation must be set up to properly 94

analyze dispersion. The direct measurements finally obtained 95
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by this means provide effective dispersion coefficient values96

an order of magnitude lower than usually admitted.97

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS98

A. Materials99

As porous media we used bead or sand packings. Glass100

beads supplied by Sigma-Aldrich were washed twice with101

5.8 M hydrochloric acid overnight and rinsed with deionized102

water of18.2 MOhm.cm (which we will refer to as pure water).103

Their mean diameter (d) was either 570 or 950 μm. The104

size distribution (measured with a laser particle size analyzer)105

of such beads around these mean values is almost perfectly106

similar (see [24]) when rescaled by d, with a polydispersity107

coefficient defined as P = ∑
i φi |d − di |/d , where φi is the108

volume fraction of the beads of diameter di , being about 10%109

in each case. This means that these beads exhibit a slight110

polydispersity which precludes any crystalline arrangement in111

the packing.112

The sand was “Fontainebleau sand” sieved between 200113

and 250 µm, washed with heated nitric acid (65%) in a water114

bath for 2 h to dissolve organic matter and oxides, then with a115

0.1 M NaOH solution to neutralize the acid, and finally rinsed116

with pure water. Under these conditions the sand grain surface117

is negatively charged.118

Sand or glass beads were carefully introduced in the PMMA119

column (length 21.5 cm, diameter 5 cm) in order to avoid120

the presence of air bubbles. For this purpose, pure water was121

added from the bottom of the column at the same time as the122

granular material, with constant manual stirring of the mixture,123

in order to homogenize the sample and remove bubbles. Then124

the material was vibrated to enhance packing and finally the125

sample was closed with a cover pressed onto its top. This126

procedure leads to a packing for which relative displacements127

of grains are unlikely. The porosity of the sample in the column,128

computed from mass measurement of the different components129

(grains, water, empty column), ranged from 0.38 to 0.4 for the130

different samples.131

As colloidal particles we used superparamagnetic, com-132

mercially available particles (Molday ION Carboxyl) which133

have an iron oxide core and are functionalized with surface134

carboxyl groups (negatively charged). Their iron content is135

1.49 × 10−20 moles of iron per particle, and their density is136

1.25 g/cm3. Diffusion light scattering (DLS) measurements137

at different concentrations showed that the particle diameter138

was constant and equal to 30 nm over 30 min, thus indicating139

that the particles do not aggregate. For these particles we have140

Dm = 1.47 × 10−11 m2 s−1. The concentration of particles in141

water was measured from the iron concentration with UV-142

visible spectroscopy (Cary 50 Varian) at 500 nm. These small143

superparamagnetic particles are homogeneously dispersed in144

water. They do not adsorb on the beads or on the sand grains.145

Moreover, due to a ratio between the grain size and the particle146

size between 7500 and 32 000, most of the particles are situated147

at a very large distance (as compared to their size) from the148

pore walls and steric effects are certainly be negligible.149

B. Experimental setup150

The column containing the sand or bead packing is set up151

at the center of the magnet (see Fig. 1). The column bottom152

FIG. 1. Scheme of the principle of the experiment.

is linked to a peristaltic pump. The liquid (pure water) or the 153

particle suspension is injected from the bottom, and goes out 154

of the sample at the top (see Fig. 1), through a pipe (diameter 155

d0 = 1.52 mm) along the central axis of the sample. The 156

sample is ended at each end by a filter 420 µm thick with 157

a pore size of 30 µm to avoid any loss of sand grains or 158

glass beads through the pipe. During a steady flow of pure 159

water through the porous medium packing we abruptly replace, 160

for some time, water by a solution of colloidal particles at a 161

concentration of 0.47 ± 0.04 Fe mmol/l at some distance in 162

the upstream pipe (see Fig. 1); then we resume the water 163

injection. The injected volume of suspension, determined by 164

weighting the beaker before and after the injection, varies 165

slightly (±0.2 ml) around 10 ml, depending on tests. This 166

volume is equal to 6% of the total liquid volume in the column. 167

The characteristics of the tests are presented in Table I. 168

Due to the flow along the pipe length (2 m) between the 169

point of injection and the sample entrance there might be 170

some effect of the upstream flow on the (initial) distribution 171

of particle concentration reaching the sample. Since the flow 172

is laminar (Re = ρV d0/μ is equal to 70 for a typical velocity 173

of 5 cm/s, where V is the mean velocity in the pipe) the 174

flow is essentially a Poiseuille flow with a parabolic profile 175

13[1 − (r/R)2] in m. This implies that the fluid arriving at 176

the column will be a two-phase flow with a central part made 177

of suspension and an outer part made of pure liquid. During 178

the time needed to reach the entrance there will be a limited 179

exchange between these two phases. Indeed the typical length 180

of diffusion over a time of 40 s is 17 microns, which is almost 181

one hundred times smaller than the pipe diameter. After the 182

entrance in the column the flow characteristics are complex 183

and we could expect some kind of mixing of these two phases 184

leading to an apparent concentration smaller than the injected 185

concentration. It is likely that there is a mixture of these two 186

phases inside the porous medium at the pore scale. However, if 187

this effect had an impact on the concentration profile it should 188

be more important for a longer distance of pipe between the 189

injection point and the entrance, but comparing the two series 190
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TABLE I. Test parameters and measurements. The relative uncertainty on measured dispersion coefficient is ±10% (see text and Appendix).

Average (interstitial) Dispersion coefficient D/Dm from
velocity in (from MRI) breakthrough
pores (m/s) D (cm2/s) D/Dm Pe curve

Large beads 4.25 × 10−6 1.45 × 10−5 99 275
710–1180 µm 6.9 × 10−6 3.06 × 10−5 210 447

1.13 × 10−5 5.35 × 10−5 367 734 760
1.12 × 10−4 6.65 × 10−4 4554 7272 9389
2.23 × 10−4 1.55 × 10−3 10641 14460 17008

Upstream 6.65 × 10−6 2.15 × 10−5 148 431
Downstream 8.02 × 10−6 3.57 × 10−5 245 519
Upstream 6.68 × 10−6 3.11 × 10−5 213 432

Upstream 1.07 × 10−4 6.32 × 10−4 4327 6894
Downstream 1.2 × 10−4 8.58 × 10−4 5876 7790
Upstream 1.09 × 10−4 7.4 × 10−4 5072 7027
Average 7236 7805

Small beads 1.09 × 10−5 9.16 × 10−6 63 426 444
425–710 µm 1.16 × 10−4 1.88 × 10−4 1287 4509 4230

2.23 × 10−4 3.85 × 10−4 2634 8690 8143
Upstream 6.7 × 10−6 1.53 × 10−5 104 261
Downstream 8.42 × 10−6 1.36 × 10−5 93 329
Upstream 6.8 × 10−6 1.85 × 10−5 127 266

Upstream 1.14 × 10−4 3.19 × 10−4 2187 4450
Downstream 1.33 × 10−4 2.41 × 10−4 1649 5180
Upstream 1.15 × 10−4 4.38 × 10−4 3001 4474
Average 4701 5200

Upstream 1.14 × 10−4 1.65 × 10−4 1129 4439
Downstream 1.43 × 10−4 4.94 × 10−4 3384 5591
Upstream 1.14 × 10−4 1.49 × 10−4 1018 4468
Average 4833 3728

Sand 1.18 × 10−5 2.16 × 10−6 15 182 694
200–250 µm 1.19 × 10−4 6.13 × 10−5 420 1832 5054

2.05 × 10−4 9.02 × 10−5 618 3158
2.3 × 10−4 1.35 × 10−4 922 3539 11809

Upstream 8.18 × 10−6 6.52 × 10−6 45 126
Downstream 9.36 × 10−6 1.08 × 10−5 74 144
Upstream 8.2 × 10−6 7.34 × 10−6 50 126

Upstream 1.13 × 10−4 1.12 × 10−4 766 1737
Downstream 1.33 × 10−4 1.38 × 10−4 948 2043
Upstream 1.14 × 10−4 1.06 × 10−4 727 1761
Average 1847 2786

Upstream 1.17 × 10−4 5.19 × 10−5 356 1806
Downstream 1.54 × 10−4 1.83 × 10−4 1256 2370
Upstream 1.21 × 10−4 7.5 × 10−5 514 1864
Average 2014 3122

of concentration profiles (inside the sample) obtained for a191

distance (pipe length between injection point and entrance) of192

2 and 5 m we do not see any difference. A possible explanation193

is that this effect remains minor as compared to the strong194

entrance effects (flow enlargement; see main text). Under these195

conditions we assume that, in the same way, the flow in the196

pipe after the exit has no impact on the results in terms of the197

breakthrough curve.198

For some of these tests we also measured the so-called199

breakthrough curve. A fraction collector was set up at some200

distance (2.9 m) from the exit (see Fig. 1) which allows getting201

fluid samples. Outputs were sampled regularly (approximately202

every 8 ml) and weighted. The iron concentration of each 203

sample was measured from light extinction in visible spec- 204

trophotometry at 500 nm, and the breakthrough curves could 205

be drawn from these data. 206

C. MRI 207

MRI experiments were carried out with a vertical imag- 208

ing spectrometer (DBX 24/80 Bruker) operating at 0.5 T 209

(20 MHz proton frequency) and equipped with a birdcage 210

radio frequency coil of 20 cm inner diameter. The suspended 211

colloidal particles modify local NMR relaxation times of water 212

molecules depending on their local concentration, and can then 213
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be detected or quantified by means of relaxation-weighted 1H214

MRI [25]. Two-dimensional (2D) images were taken using 2D215

NMR slice-selective spin-echo imaging at TE = 6.54 ms, with216

TR = 300 ms. The chosen field of view was 24 × 10 cm,217

the matrix size 256 × 64 pixels, and the slice thickness218

10 mm. The fastness constraint of the 2D imaging procedure219

prevents variations of signal intensity in such pictures from220

being strictly proportional to particle concentration.221

Quantitative measurements can nevertheless be achieved on222

one-dimensional (1D) “profile” MRI pictures, where the sam-223

ple is projected onto its longitudinal axis x. The local intensity224

S(x) of T2-weighted spin-echo profiles is used to estimate225

average concentration 〈φ(x)〉 of particles in 1.56-mm-thick226

cross-sectional layers according to S/S0 = 〈exp(−2φRTE)〉.227

Note that instead of a simple spin echo, this MRI protocol228

uses the second echo of a Carr-Purcell-Meiboom-Gill (CPMG)229

sequence [26] to better compensate field inhomogeneities. In230

the above equation, S0 is the signal intensity of the slice without231

particles, R the particle relaxivity calibrated from independent232

tests with particle suspensions, and TE = 3.41 ms is the CPMG233

echo time. Here the matrix size is 128 pixels and the recycling234

delay is TR = 10 s. Short TE allows approximating 〈φ(x)〉 =235

ln[S0(x)/S(x)]/2RTE . Even in the limit of short TE , the latter236

formula was indeed found far more reliable than just a linear237

approximation in the case of inhomogeneous tracer repartition238

through the slice. Prior to data analysis, axis distortions in the239

x direction at the bottom and top of the sample are calibrated240

and corrected. Measurements of 〈φ(x)〉 over long experimental241

times also suffer baseline fluctuations attributed to temperature242

evolution in NMR coils and electronics on the time scale of a243

few hours. Note that these fluctuations were taken into account244

and corrected in our analysis (see Sec. III B). To sum up,245

from such measurements, we get the profile of concentration246

distribution along the sample axis, i.e., the average particle247

concentration in successive cross-sectional layers along the248

x axis.249

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION250

A. Two-dimensional imaging251

Two-dimensional MRI in a central longitudinal section of252

thickness 10 mm provides successive pictures of the spatial253

particle distribution along the sample axis (see Fig. 2–4). 254

Around the entrance and the exit the images are deformed due 255

to magnetic field heterogeneity but a relevant qualitative anal- 256

ysis of the flow characteristics is still possible: the first images 257

show that the front of the particles is not straight. We could 258

check that this shape does not result from the upstream flow in 259

the pipe as it was insensitive to the distance between the sample 260

entrance and the injection point in the pipe (see Sec. II B). 261

Actually this front shape finds a simple explanation: as the 262

fluid initially arrives from the small pipe and enters the porous 263

medium along its central axis (x) the fluid elements which will 264

invade the sample sides have to move radially and thus will 265

initially advance in the longitudinal direction more slowly than 266

fluid elements around the central axis. This effect may even 267

yield dead zones in the corners of the entrance [27], which 268

does not seem to occur in our case. Such effect is inherent to 269

injection in a porous medium and a previous attempt [10] to 270

sort it out by setting the solute as a straight step at the sample 271

bottom was probably unsuccessful because of deformation 272

occurring during flow start. It also seems that any type of grid 273

or chamber positioned just before the entrance in the porous 274

medium cannot solve this problem. Indeed, as long as the flow 275

remains laminar and particle diffusion is negligible at the pore 276

scale, in steady state the streamlines, whatever their shape, will 277

need to cover larger distances to reach the lateral edges, so that 278

in general a similar effect as that observed here should occur. 279

The only way to rule out this problem would consist in pushing 280

the liquid, and then the suspension uniformly distributed in a 281

cross-sectional layer, with a piston of the same size as that 282

of the sample. However, this seems very difficult to achieve 283

in practice. At last, note that the front shape as shown in 284

Fig. 2 is the general case (see also Fig. 3) but it can also 285

be more complex as observed with sand in the two series of 286

MRI pictures taken with this material (see Fig. 4). In that 287

case we suspect that the sample could exhibit some slight 288

packing heterogeneity around the entrance which allowed an 289

apparently better initial radial spreading, but we have no more 290

precise explanation. Anyway these observations do not affect 291

the analysis and results described below. 292

Finally, after a displacement over a distance approximately 293

equal to the sample diameter the radial shape of the particle 294

distribution in the 2D layer apparently negligibly evolves 295

FIG. 2. Images of the particle distribution along longitudinal cross sections at successive times during the flow through a bead packing
(570 µm): First upward flow (a–d) (v = 1.14 × 10−4 m s−1); downward flow (e–g) (v = 1.33 × 10−4 m s−1); second upward flow (h–j)
(v = 1.15 × 10−4 m s−1). Color scale from maximum concentration to zero: blue-green-yellow-orange. The pictures at top and bottom of
the column are distorted due to magnetic field heterogeneity but the sample is cylindrical.
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FIG. 3. Images of the particle distribution along longitudinal cross sections at successive times during the flow through a bead packing
(950 µm): Upward flow (a–d); downward flow (e–g); final upward flow (h–j). Same scale and color scale as in Fig. 2. First upward flow (a–d)
(v = 1.06 × 10−4 m s−1); downward flow (e–g) (v = 1.23 × 10−4 m s−1); second upward flow (h–j) (v = 1.06 × 10−4 m s−1).

(see Figs. 2–4): it essentially spreads longitudinally but its296

curvature remains constant. A more precise analysis confirms297

this statement. The front shape, simply taken as the apparent298

outer limit of the yellow regions, was determined from299

the successive pictures such as those shown in Figs. 2–4.300

The corresponding curves are plotted in Fig. 5 for data of301

Fig. 2. The curves superimpose very well within the noise on302

measurement; it is not possible to detect any trend of evolution303

of the global shape of the profile, whatever the flow direction304

and the position of the pulse in the sample.305

These observations mean that, on average,306

(i) the particles essentially move longitudinally;307

(ii) their average velocity in this direction is now uniform;308

(iii) the longitudinal dispersion, which was already at work309

during the entrance stage, is now the major effect.310

These conclusions are confirmed by further tests. If we now311

reverse the flow direction just before the particle front reaches312

the sample top we do not see any further significant evolution313

of the radius of curvature of the front [see Figs. 2(d)–2(g),314

3(d)–3(g), and 4(d)–4(g)] and this is the same for the next315

flow reversal [see Figs. 2(g)–2(j), 3(g)–3(j), and 4(g)–4(j)].316

Thus, as long as the step does not get out of the sample317

there is no further front deformation but only dispersion.318

Moreover it is remarkable that there is apparently no impact319

of gravity and no impact of the flow reversal (indeed the320

dispersion coefficient was independent of the flow direction;321

see below). This shows that the dispersion in that regime322

and over a length much larger than the grain size is fully323

irreversible, confirming the previous observation of Rigord324

et al. [28] from ionic tracer echo dispersion measurement. 325

Since the transverse dispersion coefficient was observed, either 326

by standard techniques or by NMR [13], to be more than ten 327

times smaller than the longitudinal dispersion coefficient, we 328

will neglect it here. Actually this assumption is consistent 329

with our 2D observations, in particular the fact that the front 330

shape remains apparently constant when moving three times 331

through the sample (see Figs. 2–4, then Fig. 5), whereas 332

significant transverse dispersion with such a curved pulse front 333

(associated with a transverse particle concentration gradient) 334

would tend to progressively deform the front. 335

There is nevertheless an effect which deserves to be 336

mentioned. In the pictures (especially Figs. 2 and 3) we can 337

see a spike along the wall, essentially visible on the “left” 338

side, whose height grows as the particle pulse advances. It has 339

been suggested that the dispersion is enhanced due to radial 340

heterogeneities in bead packing such as those resulting from 341

the wall proximity, even for rather large ratios between the 342

column diameter and the bead diameter [29,30]. However, 343

in our case this ratio is of the order of 1/100, so that this 344

effect should be minor. Moreover, here this spike has two 345

remarkable characteristics: (i) Its growth rate is larger than 346

that of the pulse width, so that it reaches a larger height than 347

the central pulse front at the approach of the column end [see 348

Figs. 2(d) and 3(d)]; (ii) this spike tends to disappear during 349

the reversal flow [see Figs. 2(e)–2(g) and 3(e)–3(g)], and then 350

again significantly grows during the last upward flow [see 351

Figs. 2(h)–2(j) and 3(h)–3(j)]. This means that, in contrast with 352

dispersion (see above), this effect is almost fully reversible and 353

FIG. 4. Images of the particle distribution along longitudinal cross sections at successive times during the flow through a sand packing
(225 µm): Upward flow (a–d); downward flow (e–g); final upward flow (h–j). Same color scale as in Fig. 2. First upward flow (a–d)
(v = 1.05 × 10−4 m s−1); downward flow (e–g) (v = 1.21 × 10−4 m s−1); second upward flow (h–j) (v = 1.05 × 10−4 m s−1).
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FIG. 5. Successive shapes of the front during pulse displacement
in the sample for the test shown in Fig. 2: First upward motion (red
continuous), downward motion (blue dashed), second upward motion
(black dotted).

tends to develop more widely in the flow direction. Such an354

effect is likely due to some inhomogeneity of the sample along355

the wall, inducing a slightly smaller solid volume fraction356

and a larger permeability allowing locally higher velocity.357

Nevertheless, due to the limited resolution of these 2D pictures,358

it is not relevant to try to further quantify this effect from our359

data. As a consequence we will not take it into account in360

the data treatment below but we can keep in mind that this361

effect tends to slightly enhance the apparent dispersion, and362

thus gives slightly larger values for the dispersion coefficient363

than for a flow through a perfectly homogeneous sample.364

As already mentioned, the fastness constraint of the 2D365

imaging procedure prevents the quantitative conversion of366

signal intensity in such pictures to particle concentration. We367

can nevertheless get a qualitative view of the concentration368

distribution along the sample axis by integrating the signal,369

obtained in these 2D images, in each elementary cross section.370

The resulting total signal associated with each position gives a371

profile of the concentration distribution along the longitudinal372

direction. From the successive pictures along the main axis373

we get a series of profiles (see Fig. 6) whose height slightly374

decreases while their width increases. Dispersion is thus375

already apparent.376

B. One-dimensional imaging377

1. Concentration profiles378

From the 1D imaging procedure we can get a quantita-379

tive description of the evolution of the particle distribution380

along the sample axis. Typical results (see Fig. 6) show a381

good consistency between these profiles and those deduced382

from imaging (which, as for them, were extracted from 2D383

images). Differences owe to shifted timings for 1D and 2D384

measurements, lack of quantifiability of 2D data, and the fact385

that unlike 1D profiles, 2D measurements do not probe the386

whole sample section. This confirms that the shape of the 1D387

profiles is essentially determined by the step deformation at388

FIG. 6. Longitudinal 1D profiles (continuous blue lines, corrected
from baseline fluctuations) of paramagnetic volume particle concen-
tration (φ) at different times during the first upward flow (every 89 s)
for the test of Fig. 1. Profiles (dashed red lines) computed from 2D
images (see text) (every 106 s). For these profiles the concentration
scale (assumed to be proportional to the gray level) was arbitrarily
chosen so as to get a level for the initial profile close to that from the
1D profile at the same instant.

the entrance and then dispersion can tend to further spread 389

them. 390

Qualitatively similar results are obtained for different 391

materials (sand packing and glass bead packing) with mean 392

grain diameters from 220 to 950 µm, different step volumes 393

and average fluid velocities from 1.2 × 10−5 m s−1 to 2.4 × 394

10−4 m s−1. This corresponds to Péclet (Pe) numbers between 395

200 and 20 000 (see Table I), a range in which mechanical 396

dispersion is dominant [2]. In order to illustrate the range 397

of aspects of concentration profile evolutions during the 398

flow through the column due to the fluctuations from one 399

test to another, we show three additional typical examples, 400

corresponding to approximately the same Péclet number but 401

different resulting values of dispersion coefficient (see Table I). 402

To better show the profile shape evolution we shifted them 403

by the displacement expected from the mean flow velocity 404

recorded (see Fig. 7). 405

2. Analysis of dispersion 406

As the 2D images do not provide full quantitative informa- 407

tion on the dispersion inside the whole sample we will rely 408

on the 1D profiles. However, since these profiles are generally 409

strongly impacted by the heterogeneity of the 2D distribution 410

of colloids, the analysis of dispersion from such profiles has 411

to take this into account. To that aim we assume that initially 412

the particle concentration in water is of no particular shape 413

due to uncontrolled entrance effects. Regions occupied by 414

the suspension are supposed to be distributed in the form of 415

longitudinal fingers of some constant characteristic thickness 416

and progressing at the same velocity v along the sample axis. 417

In the sample let sf be the cross section area of a given finger 418

f , and Ff (x) the local tracer concentration in this finger at 419

t = 0 (see Fig. 8). 420

The global concentration profile at t = 0 is then written 421

as F0(x) = ∑
f Ff (x)sf . Assuming that each finger indepen- 422

dently spreads as a result of velocity v and standard Gaussian 423

dispersion in the x direction, the new profile at time t is written 424
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FIG. 7. Shifted (see text) concentration profiles for different tests
with close Péclet number values: (a) Large beads with Pe = 447
(measured D/Dm = 210); large beads with Pe = 431 (measured
D/Dm = 148); small beads with Pe = 426 (measured D/Dm = 63).
The volume fraction of particles is equal to c times 0.947 l Fe mol−1.

as425

F (x,t) =
∑
f

[Ff (x) ∗ g(x,t)]sf = F0(x) ∗ g(x,t), (1)

where ∗ is a convolution product along the x direction, and426

g(x,t) = exp[−(x − vt)2/4Dt]/
√

4πDt is the 1D dispersion427

propagator. F (x,t) then still obeys the 1D equations for Gaus-428

sian dispersion. The dispersion coefficient D is determined429

from a least squares fit to the whole data set, where the430

initial concentration profile F0(x), v, and D are taken as431

x

f  fs
 )(xFf

 F(x)

FIG. 8. Scheme of the principle of calculation described in the
text.

fitting parameters. Note that the important parameters sought 432

in this analysis are transport parameters D and v only, F0(x) 433

is deduced from the fitting procedure and does not need to be 434

measured directly, and a precise definition of time origin is not 435

required, provided it is taken after the pulse enters the sample, 436

and before the first profile is measured. Note that we could 437

check that the fitted velocity was close to the value measured 438

in the hydraulic network. The fitting procedure is described in 439

detail in the Appendix. 440

This approach applied to each of our tests well fitted the data 441

within experimental noise level, and provides the longitudinal 442

dispersion coefficient with a maximum uncertainty of 10% 443

(error bars covered by symbols in Fig. 9). 444

The values for the dispersion coefficient obtained by this 445

approach for all our tests are shown in Fig. 9. No specific 446

difference is observed for the different material types (grain 447

FIG. 9. Dispersion coefficient scaled by the diffusion coefficient
of the particles computed from the 1D NMR profiles for the different
tests as a function of the Péclet number for the different materials:
sand (squares); small beads (circles); large beads (diamonds).
Crossed symbols correspond to tests with a sequence of upstream-
downstream-upstream flows with the same particle step. The gray
area represents the region covered by previous data (by conventional
techniques) as gathered in Fig. 1 of [16], which covers the data leading
to the “universal” flow curve as, for example, shown in [1], and various
other data obtained more recently. Dispersion coefficients determined
from breakthrough curves are represented by filled symbols (single
flow) and half-filled symbols (two flow reversals). The continuous
line is Eq. (2).
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size; narrow or wide grain size distribution): In logarithmic448

scale the dispersion coefficient falls along a straight line with449

a significant scattering. We have no clear explanation for this450

scattering: It is usual to consider that it is due to fluctuations451

in the detailed characteristics of the sample structure from452

one sample to another; however, depending on experiments,453

sequences of tests with successive upstream and downstream454

flows through the same sample may exhibit either no difference455

at all in the dispersion coefficient (superimposed crossed456

symbols) or some significant variation from one flow to another457

of the order of that which may be observed for different458

samples (see Fig. 9), suggesting that other effects occur. These459

effects might be due to slight velocity heterogeneities in a cross460

section not taken into account in our modeling.461

Under these conditions it is very instructive to estimate462

the dispersion coefficient via the standard procedure, i.e.,463

from the breakthrough curve. We find values which are464

significantly scattered and, on average, situated slightly below465

those generally shown in literature (see Fig. 9). These values466

obtained from breakthrough curves are finally significantly467

larger than those deduced from internal measurements by a468

factor of about 4. This result is consistent with our observation469

that the shape of the concentration profile is mainly governed470

by entrance effects. Thus the breakthrough curve results from471

this initial deformation, then some dispersion in the sample,472

and finally a possible further deformation at the exit since the473

fluid elements the farthest from the central axis will reach474

the exit later than those situated close to this axis. As a475

consequence the impact of entrance and exit effects can a priori476

be minimized by using a sufficiently long sample. This is477

indeed what we observe from measurements of dispersion478

coefficient from breakthrough curves after two flow reversals,479

and thus a longer path, inside the column: The resulting480

coefficient values are smaller and thus closer to the values481

determined from internal observations (see Fig. 9).482

Finally the dispersion coefficients obtained by a direct483

analysis of the evolution of the concentration distribution484

inside the sample, and a priori not affected by any artifact,485

are significantly smaller (on average by a factor of about 10)486

than values obtained so far from standard experiments (see487

Fig. 9). As a first approximation we can represent these data488

by the following simple function:489

D/Dm = 0.4Pe. (2)

This tends to confirm the lower than previously admitted490

dispersion coefficient deduced from NMR PFG experiments491

at the length scale of a few tens of glass beads (see Sec. I).492

Note that it has been suggested that the Schmidt number (i.e.,493

ratio of kinematic viscosity to diffusion coefficient) has an494

impact on dispersion [31,32]. According to these references495

the dispersion coefficient is larger for higher Schmidt number,496

but the correlation suggested in this paper does not go beyond497

a Schmidt number of 2000. If we nevertheless extrapolate498

qualitatively this result to our situation which corresponds499

to a Schmidt number of 54 000, we can conclude that our500

experiments should provide larger dispersion coefficients than501

usually found, which tends to reinforce our conclusion on the502

discrepancy between our data and usual data obtained from503

breakthrough curves.504

IV. CONCLUSION 505

By directly monitoring the motion of nanoparticles over 506

the sample length, and analyzing these displacements with a 507

straightforward method insensitive to entrance or exit effects, 508

we find the dispersion coefficient on average lower than the 509

data usually serving as a reference for engineering (e.g., 510

models predicting pollutant dispersion in environment) by 511

almost an order of magnitude. Previous NMR-PFG measure- 512

ments over relatively short distances inside the sample also 513

provided lower values of the dispersion coefficient, but in a 514

range slightly above our average value. A possibility is that 515

many previous data based on the standard interpretation of 516

breakthrough curve were affected by entrance and exit effects. 517

This questions the relevance of previous theories attempting to 518

represent these former data. Moreover the fact that dispersion 519

directly measured has much lower values than usually expected 520

in homogeneous systems suggests that it might be a rather 521

difficult task to appreciate the effective “abnormality” of 522

dispersion in other systems. 523
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APPENDIX: FITTING FORMULAS FOR 530

1D PROFILE ANALYSIS 531

F0(x) is described as a sum of neighboring positive 532

Gaussian functions following 533

F0(x) =
∑

n

an√
2πσ 2

n

exp

[
− (x − xn)2

2σ 2
n

]
,

where xn is a list of about 15 fixed coordinates spanning 534

the initial peak domain with a constant step dx. We used 535

dx = 0.5 cm in all our fits. It was checked that smaller values 536

did not improve the fitting procedure, and that changing the 537

interval covered by xn’s did not produce any change in deduced 538

transport coefficients. With such a Gaussian decomposition, 539

the model function for F (x,t) is still analytic, following 540

F (x,t) =
∑

n

an√
2πσ 2

n + 4πDt
exp

[
− (x − xn − vt)2

2σ 2
n + 4Dt

]
.

Due to their specific thermal nature, baseline distortions in 541

our measurements for each measuring time ti are modeled 542

as the product of a fixed baseline shape and a fluctuating 543

coefficient: 544

Bdistort(x,ti) = Bshape(x)pi,

where Bshape(x) can be modeled as either a sixth order 545

polynomial, or a Fourier expansion truncated to its seven first 546

terms. 547

The sum of F (x,t) and Bdistort(x,t) are fitted to the data, tak- 548

ing as fitting parameters D, v, an’s, σn’s, pi’s, and polynomial 549

or Fourier coefficients of Bshape(x). The fit usually involved 550

about 2000 to 40 000 data points, and 100 fitting coefficients. 551
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Relevance of the fit was then carefully controlled. First of all,552

constraints an � 0 and 3dx � σn � dx/3 were used to ensure553

the fitting to be well posed and stable. The fitting algorithm was554

an iterative constrained trust-region method, and the iteration555

was stopped when the least squares criterion could not be556

further reduced regarding computer double precision accuracy.557

It was always checked visually that fits corresponded well to558

data. Residual fitting discrepancy was found to correspond559

well to noise level on measurements, and this noise level 560

was then used to estimate error bars on fitted parameters. In 561

particular, relative errors on the dispersion coefficient never 562

exceeded 10%. It was finally checked that fitted D values did 563

not significantly depend on baseline description, nor on the 564

detailed choice of xn’s—provided they well span the initial 565

peak domain—nor on small variations of constraints put on 566

an’s and σn’s; i.e., variations were kept far under the error bar. 567
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